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The European Coal and Steel Community

Much of the early impetus behind the first of the European Communities,
the ECSC, was provided by two Frenchmen. Jean Monnet, who had
pioneered France's successful post-war experiment with indicative
economic planning, provided much of the technical and administrative
initiative and behind-the-scenes drive. Robert Schuman, the French
Foreign Minister from 1948 to early 1953, acted as the political advocate,
Both were ardent supporters of European unity, both believed that the
OEEC and the Council of Europe - where anyone could be exempted from
adecision - could not provide the necessary impetus, and both carne to the
conclusion that, in Monnet's words, 'A start would have to be made by
doing something both more practical and more ambitious. National
sovereignty would have to be tackled more boldly and on a narrower front'
(Monnet, 1978: 274).

Many of those who were attracted to the ECSC saw it in very restrictive
terms: as an organisation that might further certain limited and carefully
defined purposes. Certainly it would not have been established had it not
offered to potential member states - in particular its two main pillars,
France and West Germany - the possibility that it might serve to satisfy
specific and pressing national interests and needs. Bur for some, induding
Monnet and Schuman, the project was much rnore ambitious and long-
term. When announcing the plan in May 1950, Schuman - in what
subsequently became known as rhe Schuman Declaration - was quite
explicit that the proposals were intended to be bur ehe first srep in the
realisation of a vision of a unired Europe that would have Franeo-Cerman
reconciliation at its heart. But, he warned, 'Europe will not be made all at
once, or according to a single plan. Ir will be built through concrete
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achievements which first create a de [acto solidarity' (rhe Schuman
Declaration is reproduced in Salmen and Nicoll, 1997: 44-6). In similar
vein, Monnet informed governments during th~ negotiations:

The Schuman proposals provide a basis für the .building of a new Europe
through the concrete achievernenr of a supranational r-egime wirhin a
limited but controlling area of econornic effort .... The indispensable
first principle of rhese proposals is the abnega-tion of sovereignty in a
limited but decisive Iield (Monnet, 1978: 316).

The German Chanc-ellor, Konrad Adenauer, agreed wich this. Addressing
the Bundestag in June 1950 he srated:

Let me make a point of declaring in so many words and in full
agreement, not only with the French Government but also with M. Jean
Monnet, that the importance of this project is above all political and not
economic (quored in ibid.: 319-20).

Sehnman made it clear in his Declaration that whilst he hoped other
countries would also participate, France and West Germany would
proceed wirh the plan in any event (West Germany having already agreed
privately in principle). Italy, Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands
took up the invitation, and in April 1951 the six countries signed the
Treaty of Paris, which established the ECSC for aperiod of fifty years
from the entry into force of the ECSC Treaty. The ECSC duly carne into
operation in July 1952 and lasred until the expiry of the Treaty in july
2002, when ECSC responsibilities and activities were transferred ro the
European Community.

The ECSC Treaty broke new ground in two principal ways. First, its
policy aims were extremely ambitious, entailing not just rhe creation of a
free trade area, but also laying the foundations for a common market in
wh at at the time weresome of the basic materials of any industrialised
society: coal, eoke, iron ore, steel and scrap. This, it was hoped, would
ensure orderly supplies ro all member states, produce a rational expansion
and modernisation of production, and improve the conditions and life-
styles of those working in the industries in question. Second, ir was the firsr
of the European inter-state organisations ro possesssignificant suprana-
tional characteristics, These could be found in the new central institutions,
which had the power, amongst other things, to: see to the abolition and
prohibition of internal tariff barriers, state subsidies and special charges,
and restrictive practices; fix prices under certain conditions; harmonise
external commercial poliey, for example by setting rninimurn and max-
imum custorns duties on coal and steel imports from third countries; and
impose levies on coal and steel production to finance rhe ECSC's activities.
Four main institurions were created.
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The Creation of the Europeon Com7mnüty

achievements which first create a de [acto solidarity' (the Schuman
Declaration is reproduced in Salmon and Nicoll, 1997: ~. In similar
vein, Monnet informed governrnents during the negoriarions:

The Schuman proposals provide a basis for the building of a new Europe
through the concrete adlievement of a supranational regirne within a
Iimited but controlling area of eeonomic effort ... , The indispensable
first prineiple of these proposals is the abnegation of sovereignty in a
limited but decisive field (Monnet, 1978: 316).

The German Chancellor, Konrad Adenauer, agreed with this, Addressing
the Bundestag in June 19:50 he-stated:

Let me ma-ke a point of -declaring in so many words and in full
agreement, not only with ehe French -Government but also with M. Jean
Monnet, that the irnporrance of this project is above all political and not
economic (quoted in ibid.: 319-020).

Sehuman made it clear in his Declaration that whilst he -hoped other
eountries would also partieipate, Franee and West Germany would
proeeed with the plan in any event ,West Germany having already agreed
privately in prineiple). Italy, Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands
took up the invitation, and in April 1951 the six countriessigned the
Treaty of Paris, whieh established the ECSC for aperiod of fifty years
from the entry into force of the ECSC Treaty. The ECSC duly eame into
operation in July 1952 and lasred until the expiry of the Treaty in July
2002, when ECSC responsibilities and activities were transferred to the
European Community.

The Ecse Treaty broke new -ground in two prineipal ways. First, its
policy aims were extremely arnbitious, entailing not jusr the ereation of a
free trade area, but also laying the foundations for a eommon market in
what at the time were some of the basie materials of any industrialised
soeiety: coal, eoke, iron ore, steel and sera-p. This, it' was hoped, would
ensure orderly supplies ro aJl mernber states, produee a rational expansion
and modernisation of produetion, and improve the condi-tions and life-
styles of those working in the industries in question. Second, it was the first
of the European inter-srate organisations to possess signifieant suprana-
tional characteristics. These could be found in the new eent-ral institutions,
which had the power, arnongst other things, to: see to the abolition and
prohibition -of internal tariff barriers, state subsidies andspeeial charges,
and restrietive pracrices, fix prices under certain conditions; harmonise
external comrnercial poliey, for exarnple by setting minimum and max-
imum custorns duties on coal and steel imports from third countries; and
impose levies on coal and sreel producnon to finance the ECSC's aetivities.
Four main institutions were created.



The Historical Context

Tbe High Authority was set up 'To ensure that the objecrives set out in
. T reary are attained in accordance with the provisions thereof' (Article
ECSC Treary). To enable it to perform its tasks the High Authoriry could

issue, eirher on its own initiative Of af-ter reoeiving the assent of the Council
of Ministers: decisions (which were to be binding in all respecrs in the
member states); recornmendations {which were' to be binding in their
objectives}; and opinions (which were not to have binding force). Matters
upon which the High Authority was granted decision-making auronomy
inciuded the prohibition of subsidies and aids, decisions on whether or not
agreements between undertakings were perrnissible, action against
restrictive practices, the promotion of research, and tbe control of prices
under certain conclitions. It could impose fines on those who disregarded
its decisions.

The High Authority thus had a formidable array of powers at its
disposal and this, when taken in conjunction with its membership, gave
it a clear supranational characrer. There were to be nine members,
including at least one from each member state, and, crucially, all were
to be 'completely independent in the perforrnance of their duties'. In other
words, noone would be, or should regard themselves as being, anational
delegate or representative.

In a number of respects the High Authority's powers were stronger than
those which were to be given to the High Authority's equivalent, the
Commission, under the Treaties of Rome. This meant that after the
institutions of the three Communities were merged in 1967, the Commis-
sion - which assumed the High Authoriry's powers - had rather more
room for independent manoeuvre when acting under the Treary of Paris
than when acting under the T reaties of Rome. In practice, however, it was
not always possible for these greater powers to be used to the full: from the
earliest days of the ECSC, polirical realities dictated that the High
Authority/Commission must be sensitive to governmenral opinions and
policies.
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(2) The Council of Ministers was set up mainly as a result of rhe Beneiux
countries' concern that if the High Authority had too much power and
there was no forum through which, the states could exercise some control,
the ECSC might be tooFranco-German dominated. Ministers from ehe
national governmen-ts were to constitute the membership of the Council,
with each state having one represenrative.

According to Artide 26 of the ECSC Treaty, 'The Council shall exercise
its powers in the cases provided for and in the manner set out in rhis
Treaty, in particular in order to harmonise the actions of the High
Authority and that of the Governments, wh ich are responsible for the
generaleconomic policies of their countries'. More specifically, the Treaty
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The Creation of the Europeon Community

gave the Council formal control over some, bur far frorn all, of the High
Authoriry's actions: the Council had, for instance, to give its assent ro the
declaration of a manifest crisis which opened 'the door to production
quoras. Decision-making .procedures in the Council were to depend on the
matt-er under consideration: sometimes a unanimous vote would be
required, sometimes a quaiified majority, sometimes a simple rnajoriry.

Practice subsequently showed the Council to be not altogether consistent
in the manner in which it exercised its role under the'ECSC Treaty. On the .
one hand, a general reluctance of the 'states -to 'lose 1:00 much power over
their domestic industries norrnaily resulted in rhe Council seeking to take
most major decisions itself, Since decision-making in rhe Council custo-
marily proceeded on the basis of consensus, and since the states were often
unable -co agree when ·difficult decisions were called for, this frequently led
to very weak, or indeed even to an abserrce of, decision-making. On the
other hand, when practicalities arid political convenience combined to
suggest a less Council-centred decision-making approach, as they did with
steel from the late 1970s, then the Council was prepared to allow the High
Authority/Commission a ·considerable measure of independence.
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(3")'Th-e 'Common Assembly's role was to provide a democratic input into
ECSC decision-making. In practice it can hardly be said to have done so in
theearly years: members were not eleoted but were chosen by national
parliaments, and the Assembly's powers - notwithstanding an ability to
pass a motion of censure on the High Authority - were essentially only
advisory. However, the expansion of the Assernbly's remit under the Rome
Treaties to cover all three Communities, plus developments from rhe 1970s
such as the introduction of direct elecrions and more streamlined
procedures, increasingly made for a more effective Assembly (or European
Parliament as it was now called).
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(4) The Court of Justice was created to settle conflicts between the states,
between the organs of the Community, and between the states and rhe
organs. Its judgements were to be enforceable wirhin the territory of the
member states. In similar fashionro the Assembly, but not the High
Authority or Council of Ministers which remained separate until 1967, the
Court assumed responsibility for all rhree Communities when the EEC and
Euratom Treaties entered into force in 1958.
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In addition to these four main institutions aConsultative Committee;
made up of producers, workers and orher interested parties, was also
created by the ECSC Treaty. The role of rhe Committee was to be purely
advisory.
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e Historical Context

- eady years ehe ECSC was judged to be an economic success. Customs
rariffs and quotas were abolished, progress was made on the removal of
non-cariff barriers to trade, the restructuring of the industries was assisted,
politicians and civil servants from the mernber states became accustorned
to working with one another and, above a11, output and inter-state trade
rapidly inereased {although many eoonornists wouid now query wh ether
the increases were because of the ECSC). As a result, the ECSC helped to
pave the way for fur-ther integration,

However, the success of the early years was 500n checked. In 1958-9,
when cheap oil imports and a fall in energy consumprion combined to
produee an overcapacity incoal production, the ECSC was faced with its
first major erisis - and failed the test. The member states rejected ehe High
Authority's proposals for a Comrnuniry-wide solution and sought rheir
own, uncoordinated, proteetive measures. The coal crisis thus revealed
that the High Authority was not as powerful as many had believed and
was not in a position to impose a general policy on the states if they were
determined to res ist.

This relative weakness of the High Authority/Commission to press
policies right through is one of the prineipal reasons why truly integrated
West European coal and steel industries, in whieh prices and distributive
deeisions are a consequenee of an open and free market, have not fully
emerged. Many barriers to intra-EU trade still remain. Some of these, such
as restrietive praetiees and national subsidies, the High Authority and then
the Commission have tried to remave, but with only limited success,
Others, particularly in the steel sector, have been formulated and utilised
by the Commission itself as its task has switehed from encouraging
expansion to managing eontraction.

But arguably the major problem with the ECSC was that as coal and
steel declined in importance in relation to other energy sourees, what
inereasingly was required was not so much polieies for coal and steel in
isolation, but a coordinated and effeetive Community energy policy.
National differences have prevented such a poliey being developed,
although there has been progress in reeent years.

From the I;CSC to the EEC

The perceived success of the ECSC in irs early years provided an impetus
for further integration. Another institutional development of the 1950s also
played an important role in paving ehe way for the creation of the two
additional European Communities that were to be -creared in 1957. This
was the~~~--{fffi~,*~~r;w:~riUWifnit~Rger
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The Creation of the European Community 41
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In the early 1950s, against the background of the Cold War and the
outbreak of the Korean War, many Western politicians and military
strategists saw the need for greater Western European cooperation in
defence matters. This would involve the integration of West Germany -
which was not a member of NATO - into the Western Alliance. The
problem was that some European-countries, especially Franoe, were not yet
r-eady for German rearmament, whilst West Germany itself, though willing
to re-arm, was not willing to do so on the basis of the tightly controlled
and restrioted conditions thar other countries appeared ro have in mind for
ir. In these circumstances rhe French Prime Minister, Rene Pleven,
launched proposals in October 1950 wh ich offered a possible way forward.
In announcing his plan ro the National Assembly he stated that rhe French
government 'proposes the -creation, for our common defence, of a
European Army und er the polirical institutions of a united Europe'
(Pleven's statement is reproduced in Harryvan and van der Harst, 1997:
65-9). By the end of 19:51 the six governments involved in the establish-
ment of the ECSC had agreed to establish an EDC Its institutional
structure was to be similar to the ECSC: a Joint Defence Commission, a
Council of Ministers, an advisory Assembly and a Court of justice,

In May 1952 a draft EDC Treary was signed, but in the event the EDC
and the European Political Cornrnuniry, which increasingly carne to be
associated with it, were not esrablished. Ratification problems arose in
France and Italy, and in August 1954 the French National Assembly
rejected the EDC by 319 votes to 264 wirh 43 abstentions. There were a
number of reasons for this: continuing unease about German rearrnament;
concern that the French governrnent would not have sole control of its
military forces; doubts about the efficiency of an integrated force; disquiet
that the strongest European military power (the Uni ted Kingdom) was not
participating; and a feeling that, with the end of the Korean War and the
death of Stalin, the EDC was not as necessary as it had seemed when it was
first proposed.

Following the collapse of the EDC project, an alternative and altogerher
less demanding approach was raken to rhe still outsranding question of
West Germany's contribution to the defence of the West. This took the
form of a revival and extension of the Brussels Treaty 'for collaboration in
econornic, social and cultural matters and for coIlective defence' that had
been signed in 1948 by the three Benelux countries, France and the UK. At
a -conference in London in the autumn of 1954 West -Germany and Italy
agreed to accede to the Brussels Treaty and all seven countries agreed
that the new arrangements should be incorporated inro a Western
European Union (WEU): The WEU ca me into effect in May 1955 as a
loosely structured, essentially consultative, primarily defenoe-orientated
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42 The Historical Context

organisanon rhar, amongst other things, permitted West German rear-
bjecr to various eonstraints. Ir also enabled West Germany to

become a member of NATO.
The failure of the EDC, espeeially when set alongside the 'sueeess' of the

;, highlighred the diffieulties involved in pressing ahead too quiekly
'eh integrationist proposals. In particular, it showed that quasi-federalist

approaches in politieally sensitive areas would meet with resistance. But, at
e same time, the fact that such an ambitious seheme as the EDC had

come so close ro adoption demonstrated that alternative initiatives,
especially if they were based on the original Sehuman view that politieal
union eould be best aehieved through eeonomie integration, rnight weil be
suceessful. Ir was partly with this in mind that the Foreign Ministers of the
ECSC six met at Messina in Sieily in June 1955 to discuss proposals by ehe
three Benelux countries for further economie Integration. At Messina the
Ministers agreed on aresolution that included the following:

The governments ... believe the moment has eome to goa step further
towards the eonstruction of Europe. In their opinion this step should
first of all be taken in the eeonomie field.

They eonsider that the further progress must be towards the setting up
of a uni ted Europe by the development of common institutions, the
gradual merging of national eeonomies, the ereation of a eommon
market, and the gradual harmonization of their soeial polieies.

Such a poliey appears to them to be indispensable if Europe's posirion
in the world is to be maintained, her influence restored, and the standard
of living of her population pragressively raised (the Resolution is
repradueed in Salmon and Nicoll, 1997: 59-61).

T 0 give effeet to the Messina Resolution, a eommittee of governrnental
representatives and experts was established under the chairmanship of the
Belgian Foreign Minister, Paul-Henri Spaak. 'The UK was invited ro
partieipate and did so until November 1955, but then withdrew when it
became apparent that its hopes of limiting developments to the esrablish-
ment of a loose free trade area were not acceptable to the six. In April 1956
the Foreign Ministers aeeepted the report of the Spaak Cornmittee and
used it as the basis for negotiations that in 1957.produeed the two Treaties
of Rome: the more important of these treaties established the European
Eeonomic CommunityflifrC) and the other the European Atornic Energy
Community (Euratom):

Both before and afrer April 1956 the negotiations berween the six
governments were extensive and intense. At the end of the negotiations
it ean be said that, in braad terrns, provisions were made in the treaties for
those areas upon which the governments were able to reach agreement, but
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The Creation of the European Community 43

where there were divisions matters were largely left aside for further
negotiations and were either ornitted from the treaties altogether or were
referred to only in a general way. So the EEC Treaty set out fairly dear
rules on trade, but orrly guiding principles were laid down for socialand
agricultural policy.

The inclusion inthe-ElsC Treary of topics such as social and agricukural
policy reflected aseries of compromises among the six countries, especially
berween the two strongesr ones - France and West Germany. France feared
that Germany was likely ro becorne the main beneficiary of rhe more open
markers of the proposed cusrorns union and so looked for compensation
elsewhere. This took a number of forms, most notably: insisting on special
proeection for agriculture - French farmers had historically been weil
proteered from foreign competition and around one-fifth of the French
population still earned a living from rhe land; pressing rhe case of an
atomic energy Community, which would help guarantee France greater
independence in energy; and seeking privileged relations with rhe six for
France's overseas dependencies.

Eventually the negotiations were completed, and on 25 March 1957 the
two treaties were signed. Only in France and Italy were rhere any problems
with rarification: the French Chamber of Deputies voted 342 tor and 239
against, and the Italian Chamber .of Deputies voted 311 for and 144
against. In both countries the lacgest opposition bloccomprised the
communists. The treaties came into effect on 1 January 1958.

The -EEe and Euratom Treaties

The poJicy concerns of the EfC Treaty

Of the two Rome Treaties the EEC Treaty was by far the most important.
Artide 2 of the Treaty laid down the following broad objectives:

The Cornmunity shall have as its task, by establishing a common market
and progressively approximating the economic policies of Mernber
Stares, to promote rhroughout the Cornmuniry a harmonious develop-
rnent of economic activities, a continuous and balanced -expansion, an
increase in stability, an accelerated raising of the standard of living and
doser relations between the states belanging to it.

Many of the subsequent Treaty articles were concerned wirh following up
these broad objectives with fuller, chough 'still often rather general,
guidelines for policy development. These policy guidelines can be grouped
under two broad headings.
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e Historiaal Context

'ice guidelines concerned with the establishment of a common market

The common rnarket was to be based on the following:

(1) Tbe removal of all ta riffs and quantitative restrietions on internal
trade. This would make ehe Community a free trade area.

(2) The erection of a Common External Tariff (CET). This would mean
that goods entering the Community would do so on the same basis no
matter what their point of entry. No member stace would therefore be
in a position to gain a cornpetirive advantage by, say, reducing the
external ta riffs on vital raw materials. The CET wouki take the
Community beyend a mere free trade aeea and make it a cusrorns
union. Ir would also serve as the basis for the development of a
Common Commercial Policy ~CCP).

(3) The prohibition of a range of practices having as their effect the
distortion or prevention of cornpetition between the member stätes.

(4) Measures to promote not only rhe free movement of goods between
the mernber states but also the free movement of persons, services and
capital.

Policy guidelines concerned u/ithmaking the Community rnore than just a
common marltet»

Making it exactly what, however, was left unclear, as it had to be-given the
uncertainties, disagreements and eompromises that formed the back-
ground to rhe signing of the Treaty, There was eertainly the implication of
a movement towards some sort of general economic integration and
references were made to the 'coordination' of economic and monetary
policies, but they were vague and implicitly long-term. Such references as
there were to speeific sectoral policies - as, for example, with the
provisions for 'the adoption of a eommon poliey in the sphere of
agriculture', and the statement that the objectives of the Treaty 'shall ...
be pursued by Mernber States within -the framework of a eommon
transport policy' - were eouched in somewhat generalterms.

::. ::. ~.

The EEC Treaty was thus very different in character from the constitutions
of nation stätes. Whereas the latter have Iittle, if anything, ro say about
policy, the EEC Treaty had poliey as its main concern. The nature of that
concern was such that many have suggested that the policy framework
indicated and outlined in the Treaty was guided by a clear philosophy or
ideology: that of free-market, liberal, non-interventionist capitalisrn.
Unquestionably there is much in rhis view: on rhe one hand the market
mechanism and the need to prevent abusesto cornpetition were accorded a
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high priority; on the other hand there were few references to ways in which
joint activities and interventions should be promoted for non-rnarket-
based purposes. But the ca se should not be overstared. -First, because
cornpetition itself was seen as requiring considerable intervention and
management from the centre. Second, because there were some provisions
for non-market policies: in the proposed common policy for agriculture,
forexample, which was given a special place in the Treaty precisely
because of (mainly French) fears of what would happen should agriculture
be exposed to a totally free rnarket; in the proposed social policy, wh ich
was intended to help soften unacceptable market consequences; and in the
proposed common transperr policy where specific allowance was to be
made for aids 'if rhey rneet the needs of coordination of transport or if rhey
represent reimbursement for the discharge of certain obligarions inherent
in the concept of a pubic service'. Third; because the Treary was highly
dependent on the future cooperation of the member states for successful
policy developrnent, there was never any question - given the Christian
Democratic and 50cial Democratic principles of most EC governments - of
an immediate abandonment of national economic controls and a
remorseless and inevita.ble drive towards uninhibited free market
capitalism.

The policy concerns of the Euratom Treaty

The policy concerns of rhe Euratom Treary were naturally confined to the
atomic energy field. Chaprers of the Treary covered such areas of activity
as promotion of research, disserninationof information, health and safety,
supplies, and a nuclear -cornmon rnarket. However, and even more than
with the EEC Treary, differences berween the states on key points resulted
in the force of many of the provisions of these chapters being watered
down by exceptions and loopholes. For example, under Article 52 an
agency was estab!ished with 'exclusive right to conclude contracts relating
to the supply of ores, scarce materials and special fissile materials coming
from inside the Community or from outside'. Article 66, however, set out
circumstances in which stares could buy on the worId rnarkers provided
Cornmission approval was obtained. Similarly, Treary provisions aimed at
a pooling and sharing of technical inforrnation and knowiedge were
greatly weakened - -largely at French insistence - by provisions allowing
for secrecy where national security was involved.

The institutional provlsions of the treaties

The~"i,~.o/-.",J§eJ:!v~d:;a_~ ..;;t:b,~4.f;l.~.~T;J;I!~..nab·.möd.Q1;f:~Qis.·tfie:.EEG."ättfl·,
Euratom Trearies.but with modifications which had as their effect a tilting
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away rrom supranarionalism towards intergovernmcntalism. As with the
ECSC, borh the EEC and Euratom were to have four prineipal institutions:

(1) An appointed Commission would assurne the role exereised by the
High Authority under the ECSC. That is, it would be the principal
poliey initiator, it would have some decision-making powers of ics
own, and it would earry eertain responsibilities for poliey
implementation. But it would have less power than the High
Authority to impose deeisions on member stares,

(2) A Council of Ministers, with greater powers than its-equivalent under
the ECSC, would be the prineipal decision-rnaking body. Circurn-
stanees in which it must take its deeisions unanimously, and
eireumstanees in which majority and qualified majority votes were
permissible, were specified.

(3) An Assembly would exereise advisory and (Iirnired) supervisory
powers. Initially it would be composed of delegares from national
parliaments, but after appropriate arrangements were made it was to
be elected 'by direet universal suffrage in accordance with a uniform
procedure in all Member Stares'.

(4) A Court of Justice was charged with the duty of ensuring thar 'in the
interpretation and application of this Treaty the law is observed'.

A Convention, whieh was also signed on 25 Mareh 1957, specified that the
Assembly and the Court of Justice should be common to all three
Communities.

::. :{. ::-

These institutional arrangements were rather more intergovernmental in
charaeter than those who dreamed of political integration would have
liked. In particular, the Couneil of Ministers was judged to have been given
too much power and there was also disappointment that most of the key
decisions in the Council would have to be made unanimously. However,
there was hope for the future in that there were grounds for believing rhat
the system eould, and probably would, serve as a lannching pad for a
ereeping supranationalism. One of these grounds was provision in the EEC
Treaty for increased use of majority voting in the Council as the
Cornmunity became established. Another was the expectation that the
Assembly would soon be elected by direct suffrage and thar its authority
would thereby be inereased. And a third was the seemingly reasonable
assumption that if the Community proved to be a suecess the member
states would become less concerned about their national rights and would
inereasingly cede greater pO\.vers to the centrat institutions.
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Concluding Remarks

The Treaty of Paris and the two Treaties of Rome are thus the Founding
Treaties of the three European Communities. At the time of their signings
rhey marked major steps forward in the developmenr of post-war inter-
state relations. They did so by laying the bases for 'Signa tory states to
integrate speeific and eore areas of cheir -econornic activities and by
ernbodying a degree of supranationalisrn in the decision-rnaking arrange-
menrs they established for the new Communities.

Insofar as it was the first treaty, the Treaty of Paris holds a special place
in the history of European integration. In terms of long-term impact,
however, the EEC Treary has been the most irnportant in that it has been
on its wide poliey base that much of European integration sinee 1958 has
been constructed.

Though they laid down reasonably clear guidelines on, and require-
rnents for, eertain matters, the Founding Treaties were not intended to aet
as straitjackets with respeet to the future shape and development of the
Communities. Rather, they provided frameworks within whieh certain
things would be expecred to happen and other things eould happen if
decision-makers so chose.

Attention is, therefore, now turned to the development of European
integration since the Rome Treaties came into force in january 1958.
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